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ABSTRACT
Most existing methodologies for text classiﬁcation represent
text as vectors of words, to be specific "bag-of-words." This
content portrayal results in a high dimensionality of feature
space and much of the time experiences surface jumbling.
When it comes to short texts, these become even more serious
because of their shortness and sparsity and with the bilingual
similarity of text it gets more difficult. This paper proposes an
approach to deal with both sparsity and computational
complexity of bilingual similarity of short text. English short
text is mapped with Probase and Hindi short text is mapped
with BabelNet a knowledge base with coverage of words and
concepts for 248 languages. A semantic network is created to
manipulate the word to word and concept to concept
correlation. Unlike the earlier approaches of embedding, words
and concepts from both English and Hindi short texts are
treated separately to yield word embedding (Word2Vec) and
concept embedding (Concept2Vec) respectively. The similarity
between bilingual short texts is computed using the skip-gram
based word embedding and concept embedding. When
evaluated with Pilot and STSS 131 short text benchmark
datasets, the proposed optimized bilingual short text embedding
gives better similarity score.

Keywords— Short text, Conceptualization, Probase, BabelNet,
Skipgram, Word2Vec, Concept2Vec

1. INTRODUCTION
Many Natural Language Processing (NLP) applications require
the input text to be represented as a ﬁxed-length feature, of which
the short-text embedding is very important, perhaps the most
common ﬁxed length vector representation for the text is the bagof-words or the bag-ofn-grams, However they suffer severely
from the data sparsity and high dimensionality and have very
little sense about the semantics of the words. Recently, for short
text representation and classiﬁcation the Deep Neural Network
(DNN) approaches have achieved the state-of-the-art results.
Despite their usefulness, the recent embedding of short-text faces
several challenges: the first most short-text embedding models
represent each short text only by using the words ' literal
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meanings, which makes these models indiscriminate to the
ubiquitous polysemy. Second, for short text, neither parsing nor
modeling of the topic works well because the input simply does
not contain enough signals. In order to resolve this, more
semantic signals (e.g. the concepts) must be derived from the
short text input and enable the full interplay of the signals to
generate a solid semantic representation for the given short text.
Vector Space Models (VSM) are being used recently to represent
text as a vector. The issue is VSMs are sparse and require
dimensionality reduction. Recently, word embedding vector
representation is more popular. Some of the variations of word
embeddings (Word2Vec) are Sent2Vec, Phrase2Vec, Text2Vec,
Doc2Vec etc. Average of embeddings of words in the short text
will give the short text embedding. Similarity computed with
only words in the short text does not provide complete semantic
information. The solution is conceptualization with a knowledge
base like Probase. Now it is possible to get the conceptualized
short text embedding. Most of the earlier approaches have treated
words and concepts in a similar manner. However, during the
learning process of word embedding model words and concepts
must be handled differently. Concept2Vec is useful for earning
concept embedding which is different from word embedding
Concept2Vec Skip gram model is capable of predicting the
contextually related concepts for the given concept which will be
useful in discriminating the concept embedding from word
embedding. BabelNet is a multilingual lexicalized semantic
network and ontology which has a total of 284 languages in the
BabelNet version 4.0. Therefore, this study investigates how to
obtain similarity for bilingual short text, words. A different
knowledge base for English short text called Probase and
different one called BabelNet for Hindi short text. BabelNet is
both a multilingual encyclopedic dictionary, with lexicographic
and encyclopedic coverage of terms and a semantic network
which connects concepts and named entities in a very large
network of semantic relations, made up of about 16 million
entries, called Babel synsets. Each Babel synset represents a
given meaning and contains all the synonyms which express that
meaning in a range of different languages.
Probase enables machines to better understand human
communication. For example, in natural language processing
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and speech analysis, knowledge bases can help reduce the documents in English with an accuracy between 51% and 62%
ambiguities in language. As Probase has a knowledgebase as depending on their polarity. German film reviews were slightly
large as the concept space (of worldly facts) in a human mind, it better classified with accuracies ranging from 58% to 66%. The
has unique advantages in these applications. Besides, with the results suggested that the accuracy of the various methods is not
probabilistic knowledge provided by Probase, typicality score of dependent on the language and domain being processed.
the concepts can be computed.
Edi Faisal et al [7] proposed the use of SVM algorithm with TFIn this project “Optimized Short Text Embedding For Bilingual IDF for feature extraction and Wikipedia as the training data to
Similarity Using Probase And Babelnet” a different approach to solve the Indonesian language WSD problem. Their proposed
embedding is proposed where both words and concepts from the method results reached a level of accuracy of 0.877. This
bilingual short text are treated separately by making use of word accuracy was considered good since there was no other method
and concept vectorization and finally calculating the similarity proposed for word sense disambiguation in Bahasa Indonesia.
of short texts from the average of vectors obtained from word They divided their method process into five parts; (i) Wikipedia
and concept embedding.
articles selection; (ii) training and testing data;
(iii)Preprocessing; (iv)Machine Learning using SVM; (v)
evaluating with a performance measure.
2. RELATED WORK
2.1 Bilingual short text similarity
Ta-Chung Chi et al [4] introduced the ﬁrst dataset for evaluating 2.2 Probase: a probabilistic taxonomy for text understanding
English-Chinese Bilingual Contextual Word Similarity, namely W. Wu, et al (2012) [1], proposed the Probase taxonomy which
BCWS1. The dataset consists of 2,091 English-Chinese word is unique in three aspects: was used to extract isA pairs from web
pairs with the corresponding sentential contexts and their text and a taxonomy construction algorithm was used to connect
similarity scores annotated by the human. The annotated dataset these pairs into a hierarchical structure. The resulting taxonomy
has higher consistency compared to other similar datasets. They has the highest precision (92.8%). It is the first general-purpose
established several baselines for the bilingual embedding task to taxonomy that takes a probabilistic approach to model the
benchmark the experiments. Modeling cross-lingual sense knowledge it possesses. Each fact or relation is associated with
representations as provided in this dataset has the potential of some probabilities to measure its plausibility and typicality.
moving artiﬁcial intelligence from monolingual understanding Plausibility is useful for detecting errors and integrating
towards multilingual understanding. To establish the Bilingual heterogeneous knowledge sources, while typicality is useful for
Contextual Word Similarity (BCWS) dataset, they collected the conceptualization and inference. Probabilistic treatment allows
Probase to better capture the semantics of human languages. It
data through implementing a five steps procedure:
also has tens of thousands of specific concepts such as
(a) Chinese Multi-Sense Word Extraction
“renewable energy technologies”, “meteorological phenomena”
(b) English Candidate Word Extraction
and “common sleep disorders”, which cannot be found in
(c) Enriching Semantic Relationship
Freebase or any other taxonomies.
(d) Adding Contextual Information
(e) Human Labeling.
2.2.1 Taxonomy construction: After extraction of information
Their collected BCWS dataset includes 2,091 questions, each of and cleaning, a large set of isa pairs is produced. Each pair
which contains exactly one Chinese sentence and one English represents an edge in the taxonomy. They constructed a
sentence Goran Glavaša et al [5] proposed an unsupervised and taxonomy from these individual edges. The taxonomy was
highly resource-light approach to measuring semantic similarity modeled as a DAG (Directed Acyclic Graph). A node in the
in different languages between texts. They projected continuous taxonomy is either a concept node (e.g., company) or an instance
word vectors (i.e. word embedding) from one language to the node (e.g., Microsoft). A concept contains a set of instances and
vector space of the other language via the linear translation possibly a set of sub-concepts. An edge (u,v) connecting two
model to operate in the bilingual (or multilingual) space. They nodes u and v mean that u is a super-concept of v. Differentiating
then align words in the bilingual embedding space according to concept nodes from instance nodes is natural in taxonomy.
the similarity of their vectors and investigate various The taxonomy inference framework was implemented on a
unsupervised semantin similarity measures that exploit bilingual cluster of servers using the Map-Reduce model. Probase was
embedding and word alignment. The proposed approach is used in a graph database system called Trinity. They extracted
applicable to virtually any pair of languages for which only a 326,110,911 sentences from a corpus containing 1,679,189,480
limited set of word translation pairs between the languages are web pages. The inferred taxonomy has 2,653,872 distinct
showing stability across different language pairs. In addition, concepts, 16,218,369 distinct concept-instance pairs and
they evaluated their method for two extrinsic tasks, namely the 4,539,176 unique concept-subconcept pairs (20,757,545 pairs in
extraction of parallel sentences from comparable corporate and total). Next, the characteristics of the concept space and the ISA
cross-lingual plagiarism detection they demonstrated that it relationship space of Probate were analyzed and briefly
delivers comparable performance to those of complex state of evaluated for several applications that leverage typicality in
conceptualization.
the art resource intensive models for the respective tasks.
Kerstin Denecke [6] introduced a methodology within a
multilingual framework to determine text polarity. The method
leverages the lexical resources available in English
(SentiWordNet) for sentiment analysis. The method was tested
for Amazon selected German film reviews and was compared to
ann-grams-based statistical polarity classifier. The results
showed that working in a multilingual framework with standard
technology using existing approaches to sentiment analysis is a
viable approach. The methods proposed to classify news
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Computing semantic similarities between two terms are essential
for a variety of applications for text analysis and understanding.
Existing approaches, however, are more appropriate for wordsemantic similarity rather than more general Multi-Word
Expressions (MWEs) and they are not very well-scale. Peipei Li
et al [3] proposed a lightweight and effective approach to
semantic similarity using a large-scale semantic network
acquired automatically from trillions of web documents. They
then mapped them into the concept space with two terms and
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compared their similarity. In addition, they also introduced a is computed using the word and concept embeddings obtained
clustering approach to orthogonalize the concept of space to from the proposed model.
improve similarity accuracy. To compute the similarity between
two terms, they computed the similarity between their contexts. Figure 1 describes the overall system architecture of the
The context they used comes from a large-scale, probabilistic proposed model. First, the Short Texts (ST) are preprocessed by
semantic network, known as Probase. Given a term, they defined tokenizing and stemming methods. English and Hindi short texts
its concept context as the whole set of concepts in Probate to are preprocessed separately. Different stemmers are used for
which the term belongs. Also, they performed concept clustering English and Hindi Short text. The preprocessed short text terms
for automatic sense disambiguation. As an optimization, they are conceptualized by mapping with knowledge bases Probase
pruned all the irrelevant clusters. Lastly, they defined the (English ST) and BableNet (Hindi ST). Word to word correlation
similarity of two terms as the highest similarity between any first network is constructed from short text terms. Similarly, concept
term meaning and any second term meaning.
to concept network is constructed with associated concepts of
terms of short text. Skip gram word2vec model is used to train
word to word network and skip gram based concept2vec is used
2.3 Babelnet
Roberto Navigli et al [8] presented a very large, broad-based, for learning concept to concept network. The resulting word and
multilingual semantic network. The resource is built concept embeddings are used for estimating bilingual short text
automatically through a methodology that integrates WordNet similarity.
and Wikipedia lexicographic and encyclopedic knowledge.
Furthermore, Machine Translation is also used to enrich the
resource for all languages with lexical information. They
conducted experiments on new and existing gold standard
datasets to demonstrate the high quality and resource coverage.
Key to their approach was to draw up a mapping between a
multilingual repository of encyclopedic knowledge (Wikipedia)
and an English computational lexicon (WordNet). There are
several advantages to this integration process. First, the two
resources contribute to different types of lexical knowledge, one
is mostly concerned with named entities, and the other is
concerned with concepts. Second, while Wikipedia is less
structured than WordNet, it offers 223 large amounts of semantic
relationships. Furthermore, they also contributed a wide range of
sensory events harvested from Wikipedia and SemCor, a corpus
that wa3ews entered into a state - of - the - art machine translation
system to fill the gap between resource-rich languages, such as
English, and resource-poor ones.
2.4 Concept2vec
Ontological concepts play a crucial role in the graphs of
knowledge, providing them with high-quality embedding. Faisal
Alshargi et al [9] introduced a framework containing three
distinct tasks related to the individual aspects of ontological
concepts, (i) the aspect of categorization, (ii) the hierarchical
aspect, and (iii) the relational aspect. Then, a number of intrinsic
metrics were proposed for each task to evaluate the quality of
embedding. They also prepared an appropriate data set and
conducted a series of comparative studies on popular embedding
models for ontological concepts. In addition to a comparison of
the quality of the available embedding models, w.r.t. multiple
experimental studies were conducted on the framework. Using
this framework they improved comparisons of ontological
concepts with embedding. Ontological concepts play a crucial
role in (i) capturing the semantics of a particular domain, (ii)
typing entities that bridge a schema level and instance level, and
(iii) identifying valid types of sources and destinations in a
knowledge graph for relationships. Thus, concept embedding is
expected to truly reflect features of ontological concepts in the
embedding space.

3. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
The proposed system aims to achieve a better understanding of
Bilingual Short text Similarity by making use of two knowledge
bases Probase and BabelNet for English, Hindi short text
respectively. At the same time employing two different
embedding models that is Word Embedding for the words from
the short text and Concept Embedding for related concepts of
terms from the short text. The similarity of bilingual short texts
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Fig. 1: System architecture

4. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
4.1 Dataset
Pilot Short Text Semantic Similarity Benchmark Data Set: Full
Listing and Description.
This report contains a listing of all the sentence pairs comprising
the pilot benchmark data set that can be obtained from the link
mentioned below:
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/238732681_Pilot_Sh
ort_Text_Semantic_Similarity_Benchmark_Data_Set_Full_List
ing_and_Description is for evaluating algorithms designed to
measure Short Text Semantic Similarity (STSS). A short text is
a coherent piece of text at the sentence level, but which does not
necessarily conform to the grammatical rules of correctly formed
sentences. Thus it includes spoken and typed utterances. This
benchmark data set has been used in publications concerning our
own STSS measure, now known as STASIS and has been
requested by other scientists working in the field. For Hindi
Short text we have manually translated every second Short text
from all the pairs into Hindi with Romanization of the same
available. This makes it possible for even non-Hindi speakers to
be able to read the Hindi short text.
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4.2 Results
4.2.2 Stemming
4.2.1 Preprocessing

Fig. 4: Stemming (English tokens)
Fig. 2: Tokenization (English ST)
Figure 2 shows the result of the tokenization of short texts. The
short texts are broken into words, symbols and meaningful
elements called Tokens.

After tokenization the tokens of the short text are further
preprocessed by porter stemming algorithm for English tokens
which removes common morphological endings for words in
English and normalizes the texts(figure 4).

Fig. 5: Stemming (English tokens)
Similar to figure 4, figure 5 shows the result of stemming for
Hindi tokens by Maulik stemmer which removes the common
morphological endings from words Hindi and normalizes the
text.

Fig. 3: Tokenization (Hindi ST)

Fig. 6: Entity extraction

Figure 3 similar to figure 2 shows the result of tokenization of
Hindi short texts, where the short text is broken into meaningful
elements as Hindi tokens.

The result of entity extraction from the stemmed English tokens
is shown in figure 6, which is a process of identifying and
classifying key elements from text into pre-defined categories.
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The entities extracted from the previous module is mapped with
their related concepts in the knowledge bases probase and
Wikipedia (figure 9).

Fig. 10: Concept Selection
From the mapped and weighted entities concepts are generated
and typicality score is calculated (figure 10).

Fig. 7: Hindi concept and entities
Figure 7 shows entity extraction for stemmed Hindi tokens
which obtained after the process of identifying and classifying
key elements from text into pre-defined categories.

Fig. 11: Candidate concept
Based on the typicality score the top k candidate concepts are
selected and concept cleaning is done to remove redundant
concepts (figure 11).
Fig. 8: 7 IDF of entities
Figure 8 IDF of Entities For the extracted English entities
weights are assigned by the means of IDF is shown in figure 8.

Fig. 12: Word correlation network

Fig. 9: Mapping Entity to Concepts in Probase
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Figure 12 shows the word to word correlation network
constructed with (word, word) pair to establish all the possible
relationship of a word with other related words.
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4.3 Evaluation metrics
4.3.1 Performance measures used for conceptualization
Precision
Precision

=

𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒 𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒
𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒 𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒+𝑓𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑒 𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒

(1)

Recall
Recall

=

𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒 𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒
𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒 𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒+𝑓𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑒 𝑛𝑒𝑔𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒

F-measure
F measure = 2*

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑜𝑛∗𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑜𝑛+𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙

(2)

(3)

4.3.2 Short text
Bilingual short text pair
Fig. 13: Concept correlation network
Figure 13 shows the concept to concept correlation network
constructed with (concept, concept) pair to establish all the
possible relationship of a concept with other related concepts.

ST pair 1: Fruit is something which grows on a tree or bush and
which contains seeds or a stone covered by a substance that you
can eat.
एक भट्ठी एक कंटेनर या सल
ं ग्न स्थान है जिसमें बहुत गमम आग बनाई िाती है, उदाहरण के जलए धातु
जिघलाने के जलए, िला हुआ कचरा या भाि का उत्िादन करें।
ST pair 2: The shores or shore of a sea, lake or wide river is the
land along the edge of it.
वडु लैंड बहुत सारे िेड़ों के साथ भजू म है।
ST pair 3: A cemetery is a place where dead people's bodies or
their ashes are buried.

Fig. 14: Word embedding

एक कजिस्तान भूजम का एक क्षेत्र है, कभी-कभी एक चचम के िास, िहां मृत लोग़ों को दफनाया िाता
है।
Table 1: Conceptualization evaluation
Conceptualization Precision Recall F measure
ST pair 1
0.71
0.86
0,777
Without
ST pair 2
0.45
0.47
0.459
probase
ST pair 3
0.73
0.72
0.724
ST pair 1
0.80
0.87
0.833
With
ST pair 2
0.55
0.60
0.573
probase
ST pair 3
0.78
0,85
0.813

Figure 14 shows the word vectors obtained from the word
embedding model (word2vec), where every word is converted
into corresponding vector values.

Fig. 15: Concept embedding
The concepts are also converted into corresponding concept vectors
using the concept embedding model (concept2vec) the concept
vector values are shown in figure 15.
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BabelNet
without
Probase

BabelNet
with
Probase

Fig. 16: Conceptualization evaluation
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The graph in figure 16 shows results for evaluation of scalable. It would adapt to new languages and new tasks while
conceptualization for the proposed framework. We can observe achieving strong results across many languages.
that improved results are obtained for conceptualization with
Probase compared to conceptualization without Probase.
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